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Technically Brilliant
SPOTLIGHT ONE
Our third year in Warrington and
we have chosen to start it with our
usual abundance of positivity. The
Spotlight exhibitions will enable us
to exhibit art from invited artists,
in a slightly more concentrated
format. We will return to the
eclectic open exhibitions regularly
throughout the year.
As a unfunded ‘not for profit’
gallery, we are extremely happy
we can entice this group of quality
artists to show here in Warrington,
whether they are local or from
further afield.
We often visit galleries and
exhibitions and regularly share
Instagram posts and web-links to
find interesting new artists. We

then encourage them to enter
our open exhibitions and hope to
include them in future shows. If
you know someone who should
exhibit with us, get them to follow
our Instagram @technicallybrilliant
to be notified of open calls or other
opportunities.
We thank you for visiting. We
believe this is the best way to buy
and own exceptional original art.
If you have time please leave us a
review on Google.

Alan Snape
After teaching art at Penketh High
School for a number of years, Alan
and his wife Geraldine set up the
Potters House Studios in Penketh.
The teaching changed from
children to adults, and
incorporated painting and
ceramic courses.
In the early days, Alan spent
a number of years creating
tableware ...jugs, mugs, teapots
etc.
His family eventually encouraged
him to produce more ceramic artbased work.
Early work included a large fish
bowl, winning him first prize at the
Warrington Arts Council Exhibition.
His work developed, influenced by
coastal observation, seen

particularly around Suffolk, where
he continues to sell his work today.
The large pieces in this
exhibition reflect his love of the
coast, the initial making of the pots
suggesting a canvas on which he
then paints/ glazes his ideas.
Another important aspect of his
work is to bring humour into the art,
whether Jonah swallowed by a big
fish, or some penguins hitching a
ride on the back of a polar bear!

Alex Hickman
As a wildlife sculptor, I research to
understand my subject, from the
way that it moves and observes
down to its manerisms, and how
these characteristics effect the
overall feel and apperance. I work
to create an emotional bridge
between my chosen subjects and
the observer. I want for the viewer
to feel a genuine connection, a
sense of life and for the idea of
a piece moving or blinking to
not seem outside of the realm
of possibility, whilst maintaining
ornamental elegance.
The main focus of my work to date
has been to place a ‘Spotlight’
on vulnerable and endangered
species. If I can somehow capture
the animals true beauty through
a certain glance or pose, my

contemporary works may help
spread further dialogue around
the matter of wildlife and habitat
protection.
Working in correlation with
ceramic clay, I find the fluidity of
the material lends itself to best
capturing the realism of a subject
and once fired, the asthetic of
a ceramic embodies feelings
of vulnerability, strength and
sophistication.

Ann-Marie Mugatroyd
I am a contemporary abstract
artist based near Chester. My
work is quite varied and my main
sources of inspiration are taken
from the North Cornish coastline
and urban city areas. I am hugely
influenced by the changing
seasons, weather and light. The
clarity of space, colour and light of
a Winter shore or the illuminated
landscape of a late Autumn day.
I work mainly with acrylics as I
enjoy the immediacy of overlapping layers, seeing how the
colours change or seep through
from the background. However,
sometimes I just like to use the
simplicity of a pared back palette.

My urban city paintings were
created during lockdown from
memories of my hometown
Manchester.

Jacqui Bassett
My name is Jacqui Bassett and
I am an oil and cold wax painter
based in the English Lake District.
Inspired by this beautiful and
diverse environment, my work at
its core explores the emotionality
of the land, seas and skies of our
British Isles.
I paint intuitively, guided far
more by how a landscape is
experienced, an atmosphere felt,
than by what I physically see
before me. Back in my studio I
will allow the painting to find its
own way out, working with it to
search out the opportunities it
gives whilst breathing back into it
the experience of being out in the
landscape.

There is something intriguing
about the contrast of certainty in
its geological formations and the
ethereal quality of light brought
on by the ever-changing weather
here that can so quickly and
effortlessly engulf you.
For me, to paint is to attempt to
illustrate the powerful and complex
relationship we have to our wilds
and to convey that sense to the
viewer.

Jo Bramham-Smith
I’m an abstract artist whose work is
driven by colour and markmaking.
I am inspired by scenes and
colours from places I’ve visited. I
capture the essence of the place
by looking an experiencing and
photographing while I’m there.
If something stays in my head, I
use the images from the place to
create an abstract painting. The
paintings express feelings and
colours from the place, rather than
a representation of a place.
Although my paintings can
sometimes have marks and lines
that describe places, I prefer that
the viewer can decide themselves,
what or where it is, each time they
look at it. I hope they feel

something, in the same way the
place or moment made me feel.
Using acrylics and oil pastels, I
paint in many layers until the result
feels right. I use bold expressive
colours and although I sometimes
use more natural colours, I’m
happiest painting in vibrant
colours.
I am always looking at other artists
as part of curating and exhibiting
other artists work and a always
keen to keep developing my own
work and style so that it evolves
and changes. I take inspiration
from visiting places, taking
photographs and visiting galleries
and studios, Art is something
that intrigues me and keeps me
passionate and inspired.

Dave Percival
In 2016 I retired from a career as a
chartered engineer in the nuclear
industry allowing me the time to
pursue my life-long interest in
painting. I have always dabbled
with painting but now I can hone
my skills and take it all a bit more
seriously.
I use soft pastels or watercolours
depending on the subject matter –
I find watercolours lend themselves
to more detailed work such as
birds, butterflies, boats, buildings.
Pastels are better for more
expressionistic work and good for
blending flesh tones or moody
skies. Most of the paintings on
show at this exhibition are pastels.
I find working with pastel on black
paper makes the colours ping and

provides contrast and impact of
light against dark.
I have exhibited work at various
local galleries and have been
fortunate enough to have work
accepted for all seven of the
Technically Brilliant exhibitions.
I won best in show at the Tatton
art exhibition for a watercolour
of a butterfly and I recently
was a finalist in an international
art competition having my
watercolour of a hornbill exhibited
at the OXO gallery in London and
later auctioned off to help fund
conservation projects around the
world.

Matt George
In a time where digital images
flash passed in the fraction of a
second. The only things that have
made it to Earth, from the sci-fi
comics and films I adored as a
child and hoped for as a youth,
are mobile phones and digital
advertising hoardings.
I realise that paintings hold the
gaze of a viewer for longer and
can evoke a meditative moment, a
ponder. I believe that abstraction
beguiles the viewer for longer still
and hope the question they are
pondering isn’t, ‘what is he on
about now?’
I love colour, I don’t always need
it to say what I want to say. It has
power and can change the feeling

of a painting. I like the luscious
expanse of a bright pigment. It’s
extravagant and unrelenting and
draws the viewers eye. Better still,
it can be pure and un-pixelated or
dirty and complicated.
Pandemics stifle the showing of
art but in my case enhance it’s
production. 2021 was a year where
I received some recognition from
the Royal Academy of Art and I
maybe finally accepting I’ve tamed
my ‘outsider’ credentials ;)

Patricia Lee
Patricia works on high-profile
art projects. Her mosaic
and glass sculpture Mandy
MandalaSuperlambanana was
created as a symbol of peace,
hope and unity for Liverpool’s year
as European Capital of Culture.
Mandy was bought at auction
for £25,000 by TV Producer and
Chair of The Culture Company,
Phil Redmond, and is now on
permanent display at Museum of
Liverpool on Albert Dock.
In 2014 Patricia was selected
for the British exhibition at
the prestigious Recontres des
Internationales de Mosaïque, in
Chartres, France and in 2019 was
a winning artist on BBC1’s Home Is
Where The Art Is, hosted by

Nick Knowles. Patricia has also
teamed up with Art Attack’s Neil
Buchanan to create Our City for
the Museum of Liverpool and was
commissioned by the High Sheriff
of Cheshire to create a piece for
Jonathan Palmer, owner of Oulton
Park, where the piece is now on
display.
Patricia’s success has firmly
established her as one of the North
West’s leading contemporary glass
and mosaic artists.

Rachel Walker
For as long as I can remember
I’ve always loved to be creative.
After finishing school I achieved a
BA(HONS) 2:1 in art and design and
then went on to complete a MSc
with distinction in textile design at
Huddersfield university.
Based in Shrewsbury and not too
far away from the Welsh coast and
mountains I am inspired by the
beautiful landscape that surrounds
me. Over the last 10 years working
with Resin has been my primary
focus and I have developed a
definite style with an emphasis on
fluidity and movement. My recent
work is created using acrylic and
thick textures layered underneath
softly pigmented resin.

The glass like finish enhances the
vibrant colour and depth within
my work. These paintings evolve
from memory and experience
with attention to atmosphere and
light. My work is often described
as evocative and calming with an
ethereal feel.

Stephen Stott
Teesside based painter, Stephen
Stott, graduated from the
Cleveland College of Art and
Design. His practice consists of
researching the effects of light
upon the coastal landscape with a
focus on the overwhelming colour,
encapsulating shape or dominant
line.
Working from his studio, he
expands these initial ideas whilst
also exploring the physicality of
paint on the chosen surface. He
paints with oil on canvas or on
wood. Stephen Has exhibited at
numerous art fairs and continually
shows his work in UK galleries.
Stephen’s work is collected
nationally and internationally.

My painted work is a response to
the coastal landscape. I record
the location using photography
as a point of reference; however,
I don’t reference the photo during
the creative process I develop the
the research using sketches and
then explore the painted surface.
Ultimately this allows freedom and
gives fresh representations to my
perceptions and sense of place.

It’s never too late to have the smile you always wanted. Lymm Dental Practice has a
team of dedicated and conscientious staff,
who spend time learning and applying the
very latest technological advances to provide patients with the highest level of care.
Due to our new scheduling system we are
able to offer new patient registrations.
Lymm dental offer the highest quality
range of cosmetic and dental treatments.
Smile makeovers provide you with all of
the options to have the smile you want,
tooth whitening to adult orthodontics,
dental implants, cosmetic remodelling and
veneers.
I’ve been a patient of Lymm Dental Practice for about 4 years. Previously, I’d avoided
the dentist for almost 15 years. I was anxious that I’d neglected treatment for so long
that I would be facing a world of pain and expense but everything was corrected quickly and efficiently, without a huge cost. Now, I keep my regular check ups
with the friendly staff and everything is easily managed.
The service is fantastic and there are insurance policies to spread the cost.
Honestly, I don’t know why I left it so long, I’m really happy with all the treatment and
advice I’ve received.

Lymm Dental Practice Limited, Henry Street, Lymm, Cheshire, WA13 0LS
www.Lymm.Dental

01925 756690

We run a range of workshops in the gallery or in our dedicated
classroom under the gallery. Please follow us on Instagram to
find out what’s coming up and when.
We also have regular classes 7-9pm Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings. We call it Art Exploration and it’s a fun way to learn lots
of new techniques. There’s a very small art history introduction
and then we try and learn from the styles and materials used by
artists from the past. If you’d like to take part please contact
Jo@technicallybrilliant.art
We also run specialist art and design classes for autistic young
people on a Wednesday and Thursday afternoons. We normally
say you can make anything from art to androids in Technically
Brilliant Club. Please contact matt@technicallybrilliant.club for
more information on times and availability.
Technically Brilliant Saturdays run fortnightly. It’s an opportunity
for young people aged 12 years and over to learn about
animation or game design.
Please contact Matt@technicallybrilliant.club for more
information on times and availability.
Instagram and Facebook @technicallybrilliant

@technicallybrilliant
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